
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Wire Markers 
 

Description 
Sycor’s Technology has many solutions for your wire identification 
needs. Wire marking can be in the form of fixable labels or tags, printed 
heat shrink, clip-ons and even permanent printing or stamping of the 
wire. 
 
 
 

                      

Printable and self laminating labels are easily made with custom print 
and are a good choice for wire harnesses and cords. 

Sycor technology is also able to print custom text onto heat shrinkable 
wire markers allowing for customizable lengths and fonts. These 
markers are oil & moisture resistant and can conform to odd shapes and 
will snugly fit around your wires and cables. Heat shrinkable wire 
markers are a durable and simple solution for your wire management 
and identification needs. 
 
Sycor technology can also offer wrap-around and clip-on wire markers, 
available in various constructions and standard markings. Give us a call 
and a member of our friendly and knowledgeable sales team would be 
happy to assist you in fulfilling you wire marking needs! 
 
Applications 
Sycor’s Wire Markers are a strong choice when circuit identification is 
essential such as in panels, electrical contracting, utilities, 
telecommunications and mass transit applications. Most wire markers 
are resistant to moisture and abrasion for durability.  
 
 

 Printing 
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Color Codes 

Type of Wire Marking Applications
Temperature 

Rating

Printable wire markers: 
Automotive, Industrial 

& Computers -40 °C to 80°C

Self-laminating labels: 
Applications requiring 

high resistance -196°C to 388°C

Identification tags: 
Removable & Reusable

—cost efficient - 40 °C to 120°C
Heat Shrink identification 

tubing: 
Underground, 

Railroad, Marine -65 °C to 135°C
Identification ties

and plates: 
Larger pipes and 

cables -40 °C to 85°C

Clip on wire markers: 
Very easy & fast—

Industrial applications -40 °C to 85°C

Heat stamping:
Cost effective 

permanent identification
Varies by cable

 material 

Notes/Options 
*For any other type of wire marker not listed, please contact us for more information 

*Color availability may be limited 
dependant on marker type. 

Value Added Service 

Sycor’s Sales team is available to assist 
with specific customization 
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